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What are t e major issues the AHC FCC will be working on this year?

MB: One 0 the issues left over from last year is an initiative to improve faculty
participati n in the governance of the Academic Health Center. Last spring we held a
series of w rkshops for deans, department chairs, and selected faculty leaders to convey
Mark Yud f and Frank Cerra's strong commitment to shared governance. As Yudof
pointed ou , top down administrative structures--which some faculty see as dominant
in the AH --are not the tradition of strong universities and are not even characteristic
of the IIbest run companies ll

• This year, the FCC wants to move down a notch, to hold
workshops within departments so we clearly convey what faculty ought to be able to
expect wit regard to decision making that affects their work and their future.

Was the in tiative successful?

MB: The s ries of consultation workshops was a positive initiative. Faculty who
attended s .d they were energized by the commitment to shared governance expressed
by the univ rsity's leadership and by the examples given by highly regarded
administra ors. But in truth, there isn't the strong tradition of shared governance in the
AHC as th re is in some areas of the university. It will take some time to change the
culture and long established habits. Also, unless faculty become aware that their
leaders wil be held accountable for participatory governance, AND that they can
effectively hallenge decisions that have not involved consultation, we are not likely to
address the perceptions that prompted Frank Cerra and Mark Yudof to hold the
workshops in the first place.

So, how do s that goal fit into this year?

MB: I think there's a new goal emerging. The FCC has had several discussions about
the state of he AHC. When we look retrospectively, we see ourselves loosing ground.
We see wid -spread morale issues and it is not just about governance issues. We think
the AHC la ks a vision. We are planning an FCC retreat on October 5. We plan to
brainstorm ways to energize faculty to address the challenges we face.

What are t e challenges and how do you respond to them?

MB: For 0 e thing, there is the loss of revenue to support health professions education.
We're hirin more and more clinicians in order to shore up the revenue base to support
the educati nal mission. Meanwhile, we're losing in the area of funded research. And
we're seein research faculty being recruited away. When we try to recruit for top
scientists, f r example, we have a hard time competing with peer institutions. We have
seen oursel es slip from 20th among peer institutions in terms of NIH funding to 26th.
It makes us really nervous. And it isn't only a matter of faculty salaries. There's pretty
widesprea disappointment, I think, in the response to last year's AHC legislative



request to ddress the loss of revenue to support our educational mission. For many, it
feels like a ack of commitment from those with whom we are in partnership--especially
given the b dgetary surpluses the state enjoys. All Minnesotans lose when we lose
ground as n AHC. It isn't just those of us who work here.

But, once e get beyond the grousing, something academics are particularly good at,
we do nee to direct our creative energy to ask what we can do. We are academic
faculty bee use of our interest in generating new knowledge, in educating future
profession Is, and in being at the forefront of advances in patient care. The AHC
faculty is innesota's best hope for staying on the cutting edge of advances in
biomedical research and advances in patient care. We need to formulate a compeling
mission an clearly communicate it to taxpayers. We need to ask whether we have
been effecfve in communicating to the taxpayers of the state what we need in order to
achieve joi t goals. On the other hand, perhaps we have to accept the fact that we've
never been particularly successful at getting funding from the state. We as faculty have
to think pr -actively and positively about what we can do about it. The question is how
can we tak this creative group of faculty and get them really energized to focus on the
real challe ges that we're facing. That's what we want to address at the retreat.

Any other ssues?

MB: We w nt to look at a the policies and procedures that support shared governance.
The financ and planning sub-committee, for example, will look carefully at faculty
compensafon policies to see the extent to which faculty have been involved in defining
the criteria or making judgments, the extent to which faculty are involved in the
process, as ell as the extent to which those policies have been revised and
implement d as intended. Another issue the FCC will work on is the post-tenure
review pro ess. The University Senate modified the tenure code to require a process
and criteri for reviewing the work of tenured professors. Some schools have developed
them, som have not. We have a moral responsibility to the taxpayers to design and
implement monitoring systems. We can't just ignore this fundamental obligation.
Another th ng we need to look at is constitutions and bylaws for each of the schools. We
need to see whether there's a mesh between what is stated in those documents and
what the a tual practices are. We need to prompt the Vice President to hold a academic
leaders ace untable for the implementation of policies and procedures that make the
governanc system work.

Has consul ation improved over the last couple of years?

MB: I think it has. I think we've made some pretty dramatic improvements. Frank
Cerra does eek advice. He is a good listener. When faculty complained, as they did last
year, that t ere was no consultation, we discussed ways to not only improve the
process, bu to improve communication about the process. For example, we discussed



what to d when the administration does not agree with the consultation given. We
pointed 0 t that if we heard reasons why advice was not taken, even if we don't agree,
giving rea ons develops understanding and tends to elevate the dialogue.

Are you g tting those explanations now?

MB: Yes. t each faculty assembly meeting, Frank has provided charts, which
document ach issue for which consultation was requested, what consultation was
given, and then how the consultation was used, or not, and why. One area of grousing
last year h d to do with how AHC interdisciplinary grants were reviewed and
awarded. We listened to the complaints, reviewed the process, suggested changes, and
helped pic review committees. In addition to serving on review committees to
monitor th process, we made sure we were present when the Deans Council made the
allocation ecisions. We wanted the Deans Council to participate in allocation
decisions, ut also to provide a rationale for decisions that deviated from the
recommen ations of the review committees. They did, and I haven't heard any
grousing a out that since.

What wou d you like to say to faculty?

MB: We re lly want to hear about issues and concerns. We will draw attention to them.
That's our j b. If the issues are of significance across the AHC, we may assign them to
either Facu ty Affairs or Finance and Planning. I'd like to encourage better attendance
at Faculty ssembly meetings. There is always a time set aside for "Q and A" with
Frank.




